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models. The techniques of
simulation of the
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of exploitation also
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These techniques
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che
between
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that if
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analysis techniques allow to study the impact of such
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Also, the lack of long
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a
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catches and length
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analytical techniques
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good idea of the
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These analyses can
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- the setting up of a common &ta base on catches, efforts and
biological information,
- the improvement of the knowledge of demographic and biological characteristics

some demersalandpelagic fuh sto& of major economic value,
- a general reflexion about the methods and technics
to be created a 4 adapted
common assessments and managementsof the western mediterraneanjìsheries.
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an improvement of the knowledge
biological parameters, fleets dynamics, fishing
efforts and capacities,
an approach of the modellingof some of the mostcharacteristicproblems regarding the
demersal fiheries the countries associated in theproject,
- some preliminary predictive studies about the effects of changes in fuhing patterns
(assessment of stocks, sensitivity analysis, simulationof selectivity).
an improvement of the knowledge about economical
characteristics of the fisheries
sector.
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veral computer programs have been set up, aimed firstly at the facilitation of stocking
and sorting operations and secondly at the interfacing between the data base and the assessment
modelling programs (mainly the
one).
The complete process, from basic data to assessment results can schematized as shown
in fig. 2 below :
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ken
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both species, a high ¡eve1 of
is
applied. A
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to the levelof exploitation of hake. The
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and for the
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level
of exploitation but not so high to bc

-
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2.3.2.2.
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the stocks of
pero
i d, on
and on the possible
of an
of the
of
of
fleets.
Thc
havc shown that thc
stocks can bc
as biologically hcavily
cxploitcd. They stay at lowbionlasslcvcls
but
is
to any
of
Thc most
of the
to the
which
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resulted in
in yield
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of
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A
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a
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of the feasibility of a
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beyond this
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about thestatus of some stocks
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gear selectivity
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and qualitativeeffects onthecatches.
the last decades a
of
studies on
by
new
aimed at
selectivity evaluations by the
method, took place on
local fishing boats in
(Spain) between
and
The data collcctcd, especially on
hake,
of
and cumes
assessed.
of
bcen to compile all these
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4.
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unit of
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on the timeof
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and fishing zone and, to a
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in
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have been

of

abundance of

a
conclusions, that

of the

it can be
of

some
out up to now,

of the dynamics of exploited populations, doesnot

of the national
bodies.
be based on full knowledge of the system and shouid
out
concept.
of
one of the
in
of the typology of
lead to the dcfinition of well individualized unitsof exploitation and managemcnt.
Thc
of thcsc analyses and
an
of the
quality of the statistics in
a
of species, an
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(age,
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Studies on
and
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of the mechanisms of biomosscs fluctuations in space and time. Still at thc fundamentallcvel, tbc
to explain the
to
and
those of the fleets' dynamics bccomeof
too.
such a
of
databases will beof a
of the situationas a whole.
a socio-cconomic point of
of
the
evolution of the investments and the capital, of
seems indispensable.
The
also
- extending of
and
of
only
sketchy knowledge is available.
allows to

to
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